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This document summarizes the results of a three-year PATI (Palvelu korvaa tilan) project. The project was a joint collaboration effort between industrial partners ISS Palvelut Oy, Senaati kimistätö Oy, and Telia Company Oyj and research institutions Aalto University and Tampere University of Technology. The project was financed through Business Finland research funding tool.

PATI project concentrated on two research streams:
1. understanding the mobile worker
2. understanding the service provision

In the first stream, PATI research team concentrated in understanding the knowledge worker better. As a result, extended user profiles and waste points of mobile work were identified.

The user experience and its measurement were studied as well.

In the second research stream, new research clusters were identified as well as new business models for a smart digital workplace service. As a main result, WorkCoach service concept has been developed during the project. The aim of the new service is to improve employee wellbeing, productivity, and overall workplace experience by providing targeted on-demand services.

This document is composed by following human-centred design process. Main results are shortly introduced in the chapters and links to academic readings are provided after.
Collaboration between service providers

Palvelu korvaa tilan (PATI) project has started due to the need of understanding workplace requirements better. The growth of mobile employees, new types of offices occupying the markets and constant digitalization inspired the following service providers to gather at one table and discuss how they can serve the changing needs of their customers better.

PATI industrial partners:

Senate Properties (Senaatti kiinteistöt Oy) is the work environment partner of the Finnish government. Through collaboratively designing new work environments and offering a package of complementary services, Senate Properties helps Finnish government to work smarter (Senate Properties, 2018).

ISS is a global facility services provider helping their customers to concentrate on their core business and offering services ranging from single service delivery to integrated facility services (ISS Global, 2018).

Telia Company empowers people, companies, and societies stay connected by acting as a hub in the digital ecosystem. Through digitalization and enabling better access to resources, Telia aims for sustainable economic growth (Telia Company, 2018).

PATI research team:

Aalto University
Dau, Kim
Junnila, Seppo
Jylhä, Tuuli
Nenonen, Suvi
Pakarinen, Tatu
Petrulaitiene, Vitalija
Rytkönen, Eelis

Tampere University of Technology
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Business Finland (previously Tekes) funded this joint project throughout January 2015 - March 2018.
When developing services, we need to think about service design. Here, we define service design as the activity of planning service components in order to improve the interaction between service providers and their customers.

Defining digital services are many times seen as synonymous to technology or IT-related costs. More broadly it can be understood as a holistic business development mind-set and organizational culture more than a punch of concrete digital activities (Digital Transformation). Even though there might still be some differences in defining the actual contents of the digital services or going digital, almost every company have address it as important in their strategies. Being online – providing digital services – and also measuring comes easier, when companies are able to collect customer data easier than through many traditional channels. In addition to collect data, it is important to analyse it and utilize it effectively to get the most rid of it.

Nowadays services need to be easily available, easy-to-use – and they need to be desirable. When designing user experience, there is a need to think what the value for the customer is when she is using the service or product. With analysing the service usage, the designer is also capable of understanding the way how user thinks and feels (Mager & Sung 2011; Miettinen & Valtonen, 2012).

To add more strategic approach to service design, the process includes visualizing service ecologies and stakeholder maps. The process covers the actual service experience, but also service design covers the full customer journey, including the experiences before and after the service encounters (Mager & Sung, 2011; Reason et al. 2016).

This was the starting point, when creating a new service in PATI-project as well. Service design and lean service creation, meaning a continuous service creation, including design thinking, customer development, agile development and lean manufacturing, provided us a good approach to understand the business needs as well as seeing the business through the customer’s eyes as well (Reason et al. 2016; Ries 2011).

A study called digital transformation, names key capabilities to a successful digital transformation. We believe that some of factors need to be taken into consideration when designing user-centric services. For example, agile digital development, modern way of working, innovation & co-creation, value realization, customer data leverage, and a digital challenger mind-set are the things we kept in our minds when we started to concept the new service for PATI companies. Digitalization also underlies the meaning of measuring the value customer perceived.

In the world where everything becomes “as-a-Service”, we start a discussion with the question “how would then Workplace-as-a-Service would look like?”. In PATI project we try to develop a workplace service innovation which does not only help with physical space improvements but enable employees work smartter and time-and-place independently.

“as-a-Service” terminology is mostly familiar from IT sector and “Software-as-a-Service” or SaaS cloud computing models. Nowadays, “as-a-Service” model does not apply only in the IT sector but has been extended to almost any industry. Although there are no concrete definitions for “as-a-Service” term, some model features can be generalized to any “as-a-Service” idea (e.g. Xin and Levine 2008; Keller and Rexford 2010; TechTarget Network n.d.; Technoedia n.d.):

- Shared infrastructure and resources
- Resources and costs for having a service can be shared among many users while infrastructure (thus, maintenance as well) is owned by a service provider. This offers lower costs and less capital expenditure for users. Business processes are also integrated in the system. The system is simple and very standardized, allowing easy “plug-ins” for multiple service providers.

- On-demand services
- Instead of purchasing the service (or space, in PATI case), service can be ordered and used only when there is an actual need for it. The pricing of services is flexible and often usage-based, thus, many times also cheaper.

- Accessible services
- “as-a-Service” models are associated with an easy access to new and rapidly developing technologies, as well as are usually device-and-location independent. This means that service is available anytime and anywhere. Due to this, smaller businesses (users) are also able to access the service and service providers react to market development faster.

These features were driving our work when looking for more concrete solutions which enable productive but time-and-place independent work for employees.

- On-demand services
- Instead of purchasing the service (or space, in PATI case), service can be ordered and used only when there is an actual need for it. The pricing of services is flexible and often usage-based, thus, many times also cheaper.

- Accessible services
- “as-a-Service” models are associated with an easy access to new and rapidly developing technologies, as well as are usually device-and-location independent. This means that service is available anytime and anywhere. Due to this, smaller businesses (users) are also able to access the service and service providers react to market development faster.

These features were driving our work when looking for more concrete solutions which enable productive but time-and-place independent work for employees.

### PATI – Palvelu korvaa tilan or WaaS – Workplace-as-a-Service

In the world where everything becomes “as-a-Service”, we start a discussion with the question “how would then Workplace-as-a-Service would look like?”. In PATI project we try to develop a workplace service innovation which does not only help with physical space improvements but enable employees work smarter and time-and-place independently.

“as-a-Service” terminology is mostly familiar from IT sector and “Software-as-a-Service” or SaaS cloud computing models. Nowadays, “as-a-Service” model does not apply only in the IT sector but has been extended to almost any industry. Although there are no concrete definitions for “as-a-Service” term, some model features can be generalized to any “as-a-Service” idea (e.g. Xin and Levine 2008; Keller and Rexford 2010; TechTarget Network n.d.; Technopedia n.d.):

- Shared infrastructure and resources
- Resources and costs for having a service can be shared among many users while infrastructure (thus, maintenance as well) is owned by a service provider. This offers lower costs and less capital expenditure for users. Business processes are also integrated in the system. The system is simple and very standardized, allowing easy “plug-ins” for multiple service providers.

- On-demand services
- Instead of purchasing the service (or space, in PATI case), service can be ordered and used only when there is an actual need for it. The pricing of services is flexible and often usage-based, thus, many times also cheaper.

- Accessible services
- “as-a-Service” models are associated with an easy access to new and rapidly developing technologies, as well as are usually device-and-location independent. This means that service is available anytime and anywhere. Due to this, smaller businesses (users) are also able to access the service and service providers react to market development faster.

These features were driving our work when looking for more concrete solutions which enable productive but time-and-place independent work for employees.

### Developing user-centric services

When developing services, we need to think about service design. Here, we define service design as the activity of planning service components in order to improve the interaction between service providers and their customers.

Defining digital services are many times seen as synonymous to technology or IT-related costs. More broadly it can be understood as a holistic business development mind-set and organizational culture more than a punch of concrete digital activities (Digital Transformation). Even though there might still be some differences in defining the actual contents of the digital services or going digital, almost every company have address it as important in their strategies. Being online – providing digital services – and also measuring comes easier, when companies are able to collect customer data easier than through many traditional channels. In addition to collect data, it is important to analyse it and utilize it effectively to get the most rid of it.

Nowadays services need to be easily available, easy-to-use – and they need to be desirable. When designing user experience, there is a need to think what the value for the customer is when she is using the service or product. With analysing the service usage, the designer is also capable of understanding the way how user thinks and feels (Mager & Sung 2011; Miettinen & Valtonen, 2012).

To add more strategic approach to service design, the process includes visualizing service ecologies and stakeholder maps. The process covers the actual service experience, but also service design covers the full customer journey, including the experiences before and after the service encounters (Mager & Sung, 2011; Reason et al. 2016).

This was the starting point, when creating a new service in PATI-project as well. Service design and lean service creation, meaning a continuous service creation, including design thinking, customer development, agile development and lean manufacturing, provided us a good approach to understand the business needs as well as seeing the business through the customer’s eyes as well (Reason et al. 2016; Ries 2011).

A study called digital transformation, names key capabilities to a successful digital transformation. We believe that some of factors need to be taken into consideration when designing user-centric services. For example, agile digital development, modern way of working, innovation & co-creation, value realization, customer data leverage, and a digital challenger mind-set are the things we kept in our minds when we started to concept the new service for PATI companies. Digitalization also underlies the meaning of measuring the value customer perceived.
We created a concept for a digital service, which needs to implement, and then iterate according to the user feedback, develop and launch to gain a success in the market. Concept is a necessary to provide a clear picture of how to do business in the FUTURE. Service design helped us to figure out, how to do it in a customer-driven way. Going digital can sometimes show up as a more complex challenge than it should. The process of shifting services to be delivered in new digital channels can cause mess, uncertainty and confusion – and it is not only a shift of channel but a shift of a mind-set and different way of doing business. (Reason et al.; Digital Transformation)

User-centric design is not a strictly linear process, but it can be divided into three phases: inspiration, ideation and implementation (Figure 1). In PATI we ideated multiple different concepts which were tested with different groups before deciding the contents and features of the first version of the PATI service. We wanted to help to ensure that digital initiatives achieve two things: value to customers, and more direct interaction between the customers and services. Concept is a necessity to provide a clear picture of how to do business in the FUTURE and in a customer-driven way.

Going digital can sometimes show up as a more complex challenge than it should. The process of shifting services to be delivered in new digital channels can cause mess, uncertainty and confusion – and it is not only a shift of channel but a shift of a mind-set and different way of doing business (Reason et al.; Digital Transformation).

"We wanted to help to ensure that digital initiatives achieve two things: value to customers, and more direct interaction between the customers and services."

Figure 1. Human-centric design process (adapted from Ideo.org)
Markets are changing rapidly, digitalization is in every company’s agenda, and companies are eagerly following megatrends like these three:

1 TECHNOLOGY: automation, robotizing, artificial intelligence and digital platforms

2 GLOBAL INTERDEPENDENCE: the rapid development of technology and globalization

3 HEALTH, WELLNESS AND WELLBEING: The balance of mind, body & soul in both private and occupational life. (Sitra 2016 & 2017)

In order to succeed in global markets, knowledge work is considered as the key. Knowledge work is defined as the creation, distribution, or application of knowledge by highly skilled, autonomous workers using tools and theoretical concepts to produce complex, intangible and tangible results. The product of a knowledge worker is typically intangible: knowledge is the addition of meaning, context, and relationships to data or information. Often knowledge workers work from afar and in multiple workplaces in addition to the main office (e.g., at a customer site, at home, hotels, travelling). This makes their working contexts dynamically changing and complex. Knowledge work is usually in practice not an individual task, but is performed in collaboration with others (teams or networks) on complex tasks, which they cannot perform alone (Nenonen et al. 2009). In daily terms, I-work is shifting towards We-work.

Smart Working is the term used to refer to the new ways of working made possible by advances in technology and made essential by economic, environmental and social pressures. Smart Working is a business-focused approach to flexible working that delivers more efficiency and effectiveness in work organisation, service delivery, and organisational agility, as well as benefits for working people. Key features are management by results, a trust-based culture, high levels of autonomy, flexibility in time and location, new tools and work environments, reduced reliance on physical resources, and openness to continuing change.

Rethinking workplace

Figure 2. Smart Flexibility. Adapted from Lake (2013)
Flexible work arrangements are becoming mainstream with around half one employees having offered flexible options all around western countries (Eurofond 2017). By 2017, there were over 13 000 coworking spaces and over 1.1 million people working in coworking spaces worldwide (Statista 2018). Interviews and workshops help by PATI team identified the same trends in changing knowledge worker’s behaviour.

For example, more than 60% of workshop respondents claimed that they are mobile or highly mobile and 30% of them would prefer even higher mobility levels reasoning their choice by higher possibility to choose where and when to work and be able to cooperate with others better (Figure 3).

Increasing need to support mobility of work in the office and beyond, as well as dematerialize resources used for work and promote virtual collaboration, lead to the transformation of workplace. According to Dewulf et al. (2000), three changes affect the workplace: change in locations, spatial design, and ways of using the space. Facilitating the freedom of choice to where, when, with whom and how to work is essential in modern workplace design (Rytkönen et al. 2016). Workplace has changed from linking local organisation to a global community, from serving individuals and organisations to creating a community of individuals together with external service providers and partners, and from integrating places within the building to creating heterogenous urban spaces of flows (Figure 4).
People no longer work as they worked 15 years ago. One of the major changes, as Laing (2013) stated, is that the employee no longer has to go to work, but information technology brings the work to the employee. Due to the independency of work from time and place, employees are working in a new way in multiple locations. For service providers, this offers a new business field. Thus, the paper focuses on this new business opportunity.

The aim of the paper is to identify the business potential to build up and elaborate the workplace service business. Interviews with national workplace service providers and international workplace experts were conducted in order to get practical insight on the topic. Based on the interviews, two development steps are required to utilise the new business opportunity: (1) the transaction-oriented way to provide workplace services should be substituted by new business models, and (2) the service provider to the independency of work from time and place, employees are working in a new way in multiple locations. For service providers, this offers a new business field. Thus, the paper focuses on this new business opportunity.

The purpose of this paper is to describe, discuss and analyse four-runner cases from three different decades in workplace concept development in Sweden and Finland and discuss the transformation over time to better facilitate management of office development and disseminate Nordic experiences.

The reflecting paper is discussing the development of workplace concepts. It is based on case studies collected from 1980s to the new millennium. The reflection is based on the perspectives of Nordic culture. The characteristics of the Nordic culture used in the paper are low power distance and individualism. The evolution from “office as a city” to “city as an office” has taken place in both countries and Nordic cultural values have provided fruitful platform for them. However, the layer of organizational culture in the studied workplaces also has an impact on the development and implication of the concepts.

The dilemma of management when designing workspaces for the changing world is in that individuals increasingly choose where to work, when, with whom and how. Facilitating that freedom of choice is a balancing act in modern workspace design where people is a scarcer resource than space. It requires an active management that sees their facilities as a part of their system not as a costly box top put in. Easy access seems to be the key to the workspace of the future when decision power shifts from organizations to individuals. Simultaneously, individuals need to take more and more responsibility and action to get their job done; the cases illustrate how this has been done and that the integration and interaction between office concepts and office work will need to be on business agendas.
This paper aims to focus on the value of workplace concepts. The aim is twofold. First, the development of expected value into actual perceived value of workplace concept is studied together with the methods adopted to realise such value. After this, the perceived value of concepts is analysed in more detail to supplement the literature.

The identified relationship is analysed qualitatively through six Finnish case organisations. The data were collected both through interviews and observations and analysed through coding.

The actual perceived value of the workplace concepts was richer than the expected value before the workplace implementation. The direction from cost- to business- workplace strategies was noticed. Active employee involvement and orientation towards their needs, as well as also the activity-based offices with unassigned workspaces and more meeting areas, were the main tools and methods used to perceive the value.

More organisations develop their own workplace concepts. For practitioners, this paper offers the insight on what was expected, provides the workplace concept development results and practical insights into realizing such value from the organisational perspective.

The value of this paper lies in the relationship between the expected value from the workplace concept and the actual perceived value of the concept, along with tools and methods to perceive it.

The results imply that the discourse has shifted from local towards global focus, from space of places towards space of flows and from the demands of the internal organization towards those of communal practices with external partners and customers. It can be interpreted, that the theory of spatial transformation has thus taken place in practice. Future research should be conducted on the demand of different types of spaces and collaboration practices.
During inspirational planning phase, we wanted to understand what people want when it comes to office spaces, co-working, individual working, and working communities. In the very beginning of the process our challenge was to design a new service for supporting mobile knowledge workers. The starting point was to figure out if the traditional services, often produced to support physical spaces, would need new kind of services to support workers in digital channels and to support their wellbeing to ease continuously increasing cognitive load. The service needs to serve three different kind of companies - Senaatti, Telia, and ISS. The key question was that “what kind of intelligent services replace the physical space?” To figure it out, we benchmarked international services and service providers, observed end-users and company employees’ lives, heard their desires and hopes, and tried to answer to this challenge to create something people feel good about, don’t gain more (techno) stress and are more than happy to use.

The analysis of over 1000 services related to workplace continued throughout the time of the project and has developed from four categories related to space, community, technology, and logistics to a workplace service map (Figure 5).

There is a clear direction of the change going on in the workplace service sector:

- Platform economy has stepped into space market.
- Peer-to-peer transportation solutions become connected to public transportation and move to “Mobility-as-a-Service” models.
- Productivity is recognised as highly connected with wellbeing, thus wellbeing issues are addressed at workplace as well.
Figure 5. Service categorization

Flexible ways of working and job crafting skills are important in modern work and in modern offices. So-called activity-based offices are increasing in number – in activity-based offices the employee no longer has their own desk, but uses multiple spaces in the office instead. The idea in the background is that the employee chooses the work space according to the task at hand and own personal preferences. This is similar to the idea of job crafting, in which the worker actively shapes the boundaries of work tasks, relationships and cognitive aspects of work. For example, in activity-based offices, there are work spaces with different social interaction: the open work area has constant bustle of co-workers passing by and talking on their phones. This provides good opportunities for spontaneous meetings, while sometimes the background noise may be disturbing. On the contrary, the focus rooms are quiet spaces with minimised disruptions. Thus, the employees can affect their social interaction at the office (i.e. craft their social boundaries of work) by changing the location in the office area.

Job crafting means proactive work-related behaviour, in which the worker shapes (crafts) the dimensions of work tasks, social relations at work and the ways how one sees their work (cognitive) (Wrzesniewski & Dutton 2001). Job crafting can be seen as a mindset – work and work roles consist of certain elements or “building blocks”, and there are multiple ways to conduct work. Thus, there is always some room to improve work according to own needs. By changing the building blocks of work, one can create more inspiring events at work. Job crafting is an opposite to reactive ways of working, but it is proactive, being curious about work… shaping work so that it does not consume one’s resources. (Harju et al. 2015)

In practice: innovative everyday work, self-directed shaping of work, using one’s skills better, investing in high-quality interactions and improving the meanings one gives to their work (Harju et al. 2015). Thus, it is necessary that it is the employee themselves who is the active party making the changes. The employee knows best the contents of their work and notices, how it can be changed (Demerouti & Bakker 2013). Job crafting doesn’t have to take place in big.
can be achieved by small, daily changes. Theoretically, job crafting is about affecting the resources and demanding features of work. By crafting, the employee seeks new resources (energising and motivating features of work that help to accomplish work tasks), new challenges and decreases too demanding aspects of work. (Petrou et al. 2012) By crafting a job, one can strengthen and build sense of control and self-image at work. Besides it helps to satisfy the basic need of relatedness to other people. (Wrzesniewski & Dutton 2001) Research has shown that job crafting is positively related to work performance (Tims et al. 2013). Besides this, it is also related to job satisfaction and commitment (Ghitulescu 2006, Petrou et al. 2012; Wrzesniewski et al. 2010)

PATI research team concentrated on getting to know knowledge workers further. First, we looked at the standard work day of an individual with the goal of recognizing the most wasteful points of their work. Then we try to identify patterns that can help structuring knowledge workers based on their digital intelligence or psychological needs.

Waste points of mobile knowledge worker

Unnecessary (non-value adding) activities and tasks were identified in PATI workshops in 2015 and analysed in PATI 1st year report and Master’s thesis of Pakarinen (2016). According to Hines (2011), less than 10% of tasks are value-adding in physical flow environment and less than 5% in information flow environment. PATI identified following waste points in knowledge workers’ day (Figure 6):

1. Check-in replying and sorting emails
2. Attending too many meetings
3. Separation of face-to-face and virtual communication
4. Interruption by others from doing the priority task
5. Lack of concentration and dedicated time for specific tasks
6. Trying to reach necessary people
7. Intensive conversations in open office
8. Managing new technologies/softwares

Figure 6. Waste points in a typical workday

Digital profiles

In her thesis, Rantala (2017) aims at understanding the behaviour and information-retrieval methods of knowledge workers from a digital perspective. She looks into how employees use technology and digital services at their work and what digital experience they might hold. The research resulted in creation of four (4) digital profiles based on their ability to use digital tools, work mobility, problem solving, use of social media, and technostress (Figure 7).

Digital employee profiling might be used by organisations as an auxiliary tool for successful IT strategy development. Different IT services might be targeted to different employee profiles. Moreover, it helps for internal communication purposes or work planning (Rantala 2017).

Digital profiles

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Digital tools</th>
<th>Early adopter</th>
<th>Utiliser</th>
<th>Learner</th>
<th>Follower</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Work mobility</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Problem solving</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social media</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technostress</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 7. Digital profiles (adapted from Rantala 2017)
Social profiles

The environment that satisfies psychological needs leads to “optimal development and well-being”, thus, more productive employees (Deci and Ryan 2000). Dau (2017) investigates what drives individuals towards mobile work elsewhere. Her thesis concentrates on workplace in social, physical, and virtual contexts where autonomy, relatedness and competence can be supported (Dau 2017). Based on that, six employee profiles are determined (Table 1).

In her study, Dau (2017) suggests that the need for autonomy can only be satisfied through the social dimension of work. The need of relatedness can be satisfied by having a space for communication or being able to communicate and belong to a community through digital networks. However, the competence need is always present in the working context through all three dimensions - social, physical, and virtual.

Inspirational planning phase involves a lot of hands-on work, especially close with users and cus-
This study investigated The New Way of Working from individual perspective based on three basic psychological needs; autonomy, relatedness, competence of self-determination theory. The New Way of Working is a combination of social, physical and virtual dimension. This study emphasised the people role in NWoW by positioning them as a separate dimension and approached from motivation theories. By satisfying three basic psychological needs, the essential nutriments for psychological wellbeing and growth, people can be motivated to perform better work activities. The study builds the connection of the workplace context to the motivation of people by identifying the basic needs that drive individuals to implement The New Way of Working socially, physically, or virtually.

The research design is exploratory qualitative and undertaken at 17 third places, which were coffee shops and coworking spaces within a period of four week collecting data. 27 semi-structured interviews were conducted, 15 in Vietnam and 12 in Finland. Content analysis and user profiling were used to analyse and interpret the collected data.

The findings demonstrate diverse individual drivers of The New Way of Working in Finland and Vietnam. Based on a set of various factors including nationality, age group, psychological climate, authority or job characteristics, an individual would create an environment through their psychological need can be supported. Six individual profiles of The New Way of Working based on three basic psychological needs were identified in this research: engagers are driven by the feeling of being related; self-governors want to feel autonomous while free-goers, team-builders, and task-doers only concentrate to fulfil their competence need. In contrast, passiviers are not driven to implement The New Way of Working to satisfy their basic psychological needs. In practice, this study proposes a framework of the user profiles based on psychological needs, from which organisations can understand the motivation of workers to implement suitable The New Way of Working practices.

In this thesis, ten experts from fields of real estate and user services were interviewed. In addition, two workshops were arranged, in which experts from a wide sector in real estate fields participated. Research methods used in this thesis were partly structured interviews and thematic workshops.

Based on this thesis, the service needs are mainly related to space, ways of working and technology. In all these categories, concrete needs specific for each category were found. However, a need for training and guidance was observed in all the categories. It can be concluded that training and guidance are among the most important aspects which should be taken into account when developing new user services supporting multilocational knowledge work.

A challenge for the future is to create service packages based on these needs in a way that would best support multilocational knowledge workers. In addition, the significance of training and guidance in the use of existing services and new ways of working and collaborating requires more research in the future.
Digitalisation has become an important part of knowledge work and changed organisations’ operations rapidly. Due to the high usage of digital technologies among knowledge workers it is needed to study their behavioural patterns in more detail and aim to understand digitalisation from the user’s perspective. Digital profiling can respond to this need and offer valuable information about different demands, attitudes and goals related to technology use.

This study examined the digital profiles that can be found among knowledge workers and looked at the effects of age, gender and work experience. Moreover, the study described the identifying methods and possible use of the profiles in the organizations. The research was conducted as an electrical survey that resulted in quantitative and qualitative material. The survey was answered by knowledge workers from different departments in different organizations.

Four different digital profiles were found based on the material: the early adopter, the exploiter, the learner and the bystander. The early adopters are very interested in digitalisation and they follow the latest technology trends eagerly. Mobile work is a major part of their work days. The exploiters in turn use digital technologies in their work only when they add real value to the working. They can use technology quite well and solve problems independently however they are not that eager about it. The learners are really interested in digital technology but they cannot use it as well as they would like to. This can arise from the lack of time or guidance and very conservative organizational structures which is why the learners need common guidelines and support in their technology use. The last profile is the bystanders, who are not interested in new technologies and rather rely on old methods that they are familiar with. They are also the ones who suffer technostress the most compared to the other profiles.

The usage of digital profiles in the organizations can be diverse. By means of profiling information about the employees’ technology needs, wellbeing and the ways of communication can be gathered easily. Profiling also helps the designers to target digital services to certain user groups and be assured about the real demands and effective use.


This paper aims to identify the user requirements for third places by investigating the mobile workers in cafeterias as a traditional place to work within the city.

The whole city can be seen as an office. The places where knowledge work is conducted are scattered to multiple spaces from traditional offices and business park complexes, to hubs, co-working spaces and home offices. The third place as a place between home and work is in transformation to diverse service offers for different user segments.

Data is gathered by survey (n=78) from the individuals who use cafeterias as places to work in capital area, Finland. Additionally the thematic interviews were conducted with a sample of 8 interviewees.

The integrative model of requirements of third places was developed based on analyzed data. The results indicate that the user needs are connected to the accessibility, social activities, cozy facilities and well-being. The results shed light to transformation of traditional space segments and their development in the city. The paper discusses how transformation in the work life widens the concept of workplace to the city as an office and provides user-centric data both to the practice of co-working service provision and design.
First, we identified service attributes that are required by the users and customer organizations. Smart service components arrived from literature, market reviews, interviews, and workshops with industry professionals and knowledge workers.

- Service should be scalable

Current literature and market trends are affecting the business logic and service creation. The phenomenon behind lies in the grounds of service-dominant logic, sharing economy, and value co-creation. The focus is shifting towards platform economy logic where services are based on the accessibility of resources (PATI, 2016).

In digital service creation, that means that services should be quite simple and standardised so it would be easy to “plug-in” to platforms and created bigger solutions (xxx).

- Service should be co-created

According to service-dominant logic, value from services and goods comes not from the exchange between customer and company but is created together. In order to gain competitive advantage, each company tries, on the one hand, to create an ecosystem where all functions and processes are connected and, on the other hand, to attract the best external players as partners.

A co-creation strategy is often used to reach the goal. Gouillart (2014) identifies five processes to be used in combination in order for co-creation strategy to work: community; platform; interactions; experience-based; economic value. Design thinking and co-creative transformation are commonly used tools to co-create value (Gouillart 2014).

- Service should be user-oriented

The most important measurement of service success has become user experience and user satisfaction which is partly related to increased role of the end-user and higher freedom of choice. Different role of the user emphasises the need for changes in the business logic. Provided service should become a “personal service for someone” (Petrulaitiene 2016).

- Service should be digital

Technological development has created new customer needs. To fulfil those, we need to develop new kind of services, offering solutions to the new demands in service fields such as customer service procedure and many other user services (Vähä ym. 2009). Nevertheless, current digital systems are usually the bottleneck of the business development (Aalto 2015). In PATI case, three improvement-needed categories were highlighted: connectivity, lack of education, and not utilizing big data.

- Service should be easily-reachable and transparent

Information inside the company should be easily accessible to anyone. If information between departments or service developers are not shared, “islands” are created (Modig 2014). To avoid these “islands”, reorganizing units from production-based to customer value-based was expressed as a considerable solution for case companies.

- Service should be personalized

A possibility to choose suitable level (e.g. high-end or satisfactory services) for oneself increases user satisfaction and can improve cost balance for the organisation. A fused view of customer and end-user requirements was one of the intensively discussed topics during the interviews. Moreover, a possibility to have all needed services in the package is a major benefit for users if they can be packaged based on end-users’ requirements (Petrulaitiene 2016).
Next, we used multiple tools to analyse gathered data and identify unmet customer needs. Flexible work and self-management connection helped to identify two main needs that require attention: employee (1) wellbeing and (2) productivity (Figure 8). Although employee wellbeing and productivity are visible needs from organisational perspective, from office space perspective these are often considered secondary aims and often as a consequence of good physical environment. Identified needs can be served with the help of various sensor technologies to observe not only physical space but work and employee itself. From the analysis of work activities and other related data, our designed service can help with providing suggestions to improved wellbeing and productivity and should be targeted towards workplace and/or HR management in the organisation.

Based on the inspirational planning phase and previously identified needs and service attributes, PATI service should be:

- A functional, appropriate space for mobile knowledge workers
- A nice and motivational feeling towards the working day - planning, execution and reversion
- Connecting with user’s other applications (health, wellbeing, sports, and sleep trackers), calendar, GPS etc.
- Produce useful information concerning user’s working habits, space usage and user experiences
- Celebrating with the user, when he/she has been able to make (small) changes towards the “better life”
- Encouraging to utilize different spaces (home, office, co-working spaces, meeting rooms, gym etc)
- Collect and connect other metrics like air condition, lighting, or humidity.

**Unmet customer needs**

- A functional, appropriate space for mobile knowledge workers
- A nice and motivational feeling towards the working day - planning, execution and reversion
- Connecting with user’s other applications (health, wellbeing, sports, and sleep trackers), calendar, GPS etc.
- Produce useful information concerning user’s working habits, space usage and user experiences
- Celebrating with the user, when he/she has been able to make (small) changes towards the “better life”
- Encouraging to utilize different spaces (home, office, co-working spaces, meeting rooms, gym etc)
- Collect and connect other metrics like air condition, lighting, or humidity.
New service concept - WorkCoach

During these two phases, we gained a lot of information, data, knowledge and opinions, which were structured into a concept called WorkCoach. Journey maps, mock-ups, storyboards, and other tools were used to create the first version of the concept.

WorkCoach supervises and comprehensively guides end-users and company employees to work effectively, productively, and increasing their wellbeing at work and at home. Service, or its platform, combines physical space, technology, real estate services, and occupational wellbeing in a smart way.

WorkCoach connects building level and user level data into intelligent learning platform to serve the end-user and provide productive and balanced workplace (Figure 9).

Minimum viable product (MVP) was created in order for PATI companies to be able to test our hypotheses fast and see if the concept is worth building further (Figures 10, 11, 12). MVP also allows to collect as much information about the users as possible and learn if core features are sufficient.

In order to implement WorkCoach concept, three steps were identified. First step concentrates on physical space mapping and location information (Figure 10). With the help of various sensors and space description, users can find work spaces, colleagues, or additional spaces based on their needs. Users of the platform also act as sensors providing information to customer organisations and service providers with instant service orders. This step requires service providers (e.g. outsourced FM service providers) to react quickly and provide on-demand based services.

1. Indoor mapping & location info

Find:
- workspace
- colleague
- shower

Evaluate:
- easiness
- service
- space

Step 2 (Figure 11) concentrates on learning more about platform users. First, employees are profiled based on earlier discussed profiling possibilities (digital profiling, social profiling and mobility profiling). It also acts as a platform for HR services to receive employee information and react quickly regarding their workload or productivity.
In the third step (Figure 12), additional personal information is integrated into the platform. By connecting other shared employee data with profiles, platform learns about the user further to provide better suggestions and services. Here, external service providers are also added. Services can be ordered through the platform and usually paid by the customer organisation. Users can rate platform suggestions and services where low ratings send a signal to HR requiring their attention.
Extensive literature and empirical analysis on business modelling was performed in order to find the most suitable model for a new service concept. While Chesbrough (2010) has identified that business model innovation in general can be aided through mapping, experimentation, effectuation, and organizational leadership, only few studies exist on how to change from product based business models to service business models. Product-Service System (PSS) literature was used as a core for business model change. The main factors from the literature include:

- Value proposition. Adrodegari et al (2016) suggest that value should be created and captured throughout the whole product life cycle and providing solutions to customers becomes dependent on the extension of service components in the total offerings of the company’s services portfolio.

- Responsibility throughout the product lifecycle. Beuren et al (2013) encourage companies to change to system thinking and extend their responsibility throughout the product life cycle. Companies should ask what value is created when the service is used (Adrodegari et al. 2016). The emphasis on the usage of the service means that the financial timescales become longer (Mont et al. 2006), increasing the information requirements on product usage (Neff et al. 2014).

- Financial resources, good information management, and usage of ICT become the key resources (Adrodegari et al. 2016).

- Responsibility for the functioning of customers’ operations (Spring and Araujo 2013). To avoid negative revenue flows, specific agreements on rights and liabilities of each party and inclusion of risk prevention in the pricing schemes are crucial (Adrodegari et al. 2016).

- Cooperation with other companies (Baines et al. 2009). This demands longer and/or strategic level coordination and greater need for information exchange between partners (Adrodegari et al. 2016).

- Cooperation with consumer. It is fundamental to the success of a service-oriented business model, where early involvement aims to achieve better solutions to meet the specific consumer demand (Beuren et al. 2013). To respond to customer needs, a shift from transactional to interactive relationships is required (Wind 2006).

Empirical analysis of various real estate service providers helped identifying these changes existing in the market:

- End-user orientation and value co-creation with the user. End-user involvement is noticeable in the selection of services in organisation's value offering. Also, constant feedback collection and service portfolio adjustment based on it.

- Partnering (instead of outsourcing) with service providers and adding new partners. For example, in some cases we notice that although the negotiations are done between the space operator and service provider, the actual contracts are signed between the end-user and service provider.

- Flexibility increase in agreements and payments. Space rental and service agreements have become noticeably shorter, varying from 1 month to few years. Increased flexibility brings more risks to service providers so they have to go "an extra mile" to keep their customers happy and wanting to stay.

As a result, we developed a service ontology to show evolving value offerings (Figure 13). They have gone from basic space and FM service offering towards adding services related to community such as networking events, expert consulting, and education of companies/user. The

• Partnering (instead of outsourcing) with service providers and adding new partners. For example, in some cases we notice that although the negotiations are done between the space operator and service provider, the actual contracts are signed between the end-user and service provider.

• Flexibility increase in agreements and payments. Space rental and service agreements have become noticeably shorter, varying from 1 month to few years. Increased flexibility brings more risks to service providers so they have to go “an extra mile” to keep their customers happy and wanting to stay.

As a result, we developed a service ontology to show evolving value offerings (Figure 13). They have gone from basic space and FM service offering towards adding services related to community such as networking events, expert consulting, and education of companies/user. The
most advanced value propositions offer services related to personal experience such as personalised events (for hobbies and self-development), wellbeing (e.g. jogging peer groups, personal trainer/dietologist consultations) and even transportation (free use of bikes, electric cars). These result-based business model elements are found more commonly in coworking spaces where they promote the spirit of workplace. The way services are chosen and bought is noticeably changing from using traditional SLAs towards creating a network of service providers to deliver the services.

For WorkCoach mock-up business model development, we went through a list of 55 different models. Based on previously discussed information, we eliminated not suitable ones and analysed 10 of them. The three most suitable models were discussed with company representatives and From push to pull –model was chosen. From push to pull –model means that the changes are coming from the customer side which pulls companies to change and provide services based on their requirements. Company or service responds to new customer needs quickly and easily. This business model emphasizes decentralizing and adding flexibility to company processes and highlights customer orientation. The money streams usually are based on actual use (pay per use) of service. The business model in use is not exhaustive, but makes a good ground for the service and its measurements.

Figure 14 provides a visual view into conceptual WorkCoach business model. WorkCoach acts as a platform which communicates with service users, service providers, and customer organisations. Users of the WorkCoach provide their data (see in chapter New service concept) and for that they receive demanded services and recommendations how to improve their wellbeing and productivity. From received feedback and data, the platform learns about its users to improve recommendations and service delivery. WorkCoach platform allows service providers to plug-in easily. Service providers benefit from gained access to new customers and for that they pay an agreed percentage from the invoiced amount to the platform provider. Customer organisations benefit from the platform in multiple ways. First, they gain analytical insights from space usage and their employees. Second, they gain an access to a wider pool of services without having separate agreements made. Third, they pay only for the services that were used by their employees, thus, saving money from providing other types of beneficiary services.

Figure 14. Visualized WorkCoach business model
PATI publications


University campus management organizations are challenged by digitalization, decreasing public funding, and low utilization rates of physical premises. In the network of increasingly complex service offerings, taking underutilized operand resources into more efficient uses is a strategy applied by novel service providers such as Hoffice, Uber and Liquidspace.

Hence, this paper explores such services as potential solutions for supporting mobile knowledge workers of university communities and beyond. As a result, a set of service clusters is drawn to help academicians and practitioners understand services on offer and their potential implications for the university campus management organisations.


In order for facilities management (FM) to proactively support organisations and distinguish their service requirements a deep understanding of future is needed. This paper introduces five branch-specific (retail, senior housing, industry, wellness and well-being, and knowledge work) scenarios in order to predict future challenges for FM.

The results suggest that FM should consider: (1) FM in virtual worlds; (2) responsibility, wellbeing and sustainability factors as business drivers; (3) new ways of conducting daily activities, which require new ways of supporting clients; and (4) mixed and multi-use space segments in order to act proactively. These findings might be useful for FM service providers in Nordics and globally.


The value created in the network of users, customers, and service providers will be the competitive advantage of businesses in the future. Facility management (FM) organisations, in order to be innovative and stay competitive, need to understand the evolution of business logic and apply it in practice. Hence, the aim of this paper is to study value co-creation opportunities for FM by analysing various service businesses and identifying the key points for successful service development in FM sector.

First, the literature on value co-creation and added value of FM is studied. After this, available services for knowledge worker are analysed by using Business Model Canvas in order to identify the evolution of business. Interviews with practitioners in FM-service provision supplement the previous knowledge from the analysis of services.

As a result, the ways to co-create value are listed. Empirical results are validated by applying them into value co-creation concept based on the literature. Identified ways to cocreate value help practitioners to understand new business logic and pinpoint opportunities for FM to exploit it. This paper contributes to the academic discussion by introducing the phenomenon of value co-creation in FM research.

The need to understand work processes and end-users has become an issue in corporate real estate and workplace management. Flexible work practices and technological advancement allow end-users to move outside the building boundaries. This influences workplace management to become more service oriented and demand-driven, and better serve the needs of end-users. For that, this paper aims to investigate the ways in which new workplace services support the knowledge creation processes of mobile workers.

Workplace services were categorized into three new groups that support knowledge creation processes for the mobile knowledge worker in various work environments. The analysis indicated that new services are driven by technological development and community formation around the physical or virtual place.

The proposed service groups can be examined as new business opportunities by workplace service providers, and the results suggest that the CRE managers should re-think their service portfolios, boost their collaboration with the service providers and invest in building a community.

This paper categorizes workplace services from a mobile knowledge worker perspective and follows a service-oriented approach to workplace management.


New ways of working challenge workplace management: increasing mobility and diminishing organizational boundaries require re-evaluation of both workplace design and service delivery. However, structures and processes of workplace management are still traditional and managers, together with outsourced facility service providers, often do not succeed at fulfilling the needs of mobile employees.

The abovementioned changes stimulate discussions in many areas in both industry and academia. Nevertheless, workplace literature from business perspective seems to be scarce. In this paper, the focus is on workplace service offering for mobile knowledge workers. We explore how workplace is commercialized through servitization. To answer this, we identify value offering elements that are used in office business market to deliver workplace as a service.

This study follows multiple case study methodology including 5 case studies. Primary data was collected through interviews with workplace service providers. Secondary data included observations and publicly available data. We took business model design approach in order to study selected business offerings. The results indicate that physical space is no longer the central offering in the office business; instead, it acts as a component on which the service portfolio is built.

Academically, research contributes to the workplace management studies by providing a business perspective to a topic previously approached with a more technical and psychological point of view. This study can also support service providers and customer organisations in their quest to make service provision more flexible and experience-oriented.

The purpose of this paper is to examine the impacts of spatial transformation in the Network Society on facilities management principles in the context of an interdisciplinary university campus. This study reports a holistic case study with eight embedded units in one interdisciplinary university campus in Finland through a business model approach.

The findings propose that spatial development projects should be examined holistically on three facilitation layers, namely, social, physical and virtual, through five business model lenses of Offering, Customers, Revenue Streams, Resources, and Cost Structure. Based on the findings, four main business model types can be identified and distinguished mainly in terms of collaborating with different partners and supporting a different core task of the university.

The cases are highly context-dependent, and their business models are ever evolving, which is why the dynamics of the development processes should be studied in more detail. The types of business models differ fundamentally, which is why their evaluation criteria could be tailored accordingly.

The results suggest that the spatial transformation requires multiple supporting processes and principles, expanding the roles of the campus managers: finding a balance between localization and globalization, and individualism and communialism; collaborating with internal and external parties; identifying potential grass root spatial development projects to be supported; and engaging users in their expertise. The strengthening impact of social facilitation is capable of opening new business opportunities.

This study indicates that the spatial transformation is happening in practice and offers guidelines for dynamically reacting to it from the facilities management perspective.
Roadmap to implementation

The following roadmap bases on the concept we have created and tested, and it gives grounds for implementing the service or parts of it within the PATI companies. The roadmap includes a timeline, assignments, and milestones as well suggested responsibilities for completing those.

As a critical success factor, we suggest the companies to define the key elements in the roadmap to evaluate project succession. In addition to keeping the milestones, it is key to hear and learn what the customers say, and iterate the service along the way. Measurements of service success are introduced in the following chapters.

This does not mean, that the service would be ready – on the contrary – it needs to be iterated and developed further after launching and gathering the first real life user feedback. We truly hope that this service can be brought to life and it brings value to all of our PATI companies and their customers as well.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 2. Roadmap to implementing WorkCoach solution</th>
</tr>
</thead>
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<td><strong>IMPLEMENTATION</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Implementation phase in design process usually means, that the solution – minimum viable product – is brought to life and market and tested with the users. We have brought to life first suggestions of a MVP pilot service, and some suggestions how to implement it, improve it, and refine the business model to answer the market needs.</td>
</tr>
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</tbody>
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Introduction to measuring of a new service

Measurement can provide understanding on the success of a new service and its provision. Quantitative information can at best crystallize information and support the interpretation of factors affecting the success of service business. Typically the development of performance measurement is seen as a process including the phases of design, implementation, and use and update.

Design phase should be started by asking why. What are the information needs for which measurement should be developed? Measures do not have any value as such but they should be linked to clearly defined purposes. Typical purposes include trend monitoring, reporting, strategy implementation and identification of development objects. Measurement can also be used in forecasting, preparing pricing or demonstrating the benefits of new services.

The purpose of measurement is closely related to the second important question: what is to be measured? The object of measurement is not the same as the method or formula for obtaining the measurement result. Before the design of measures, the relevant measurement objects and their inter-connections should be identified. Figure 13 illustrates the various perspectives to the broad measurement object, namely performance and it also guides the presentation of the measurement perspectives in this section.

Efficiency is related to the utilization of inputs and doing things right (Drucker, 1963; Tangen, 2005). Productivity, in turn, examines the output of a production process including quantity and quality of products and services (Sink, 1983). Quality can relate both to the output and to the transformation of inputs into outputs (process quality) (cf. Grönroos and Ojasalo, 2004). Effectiveness relates to outcomes and benefits which are examined in relation to the organization’s objectives and customer needs (Tangen, 2005). Outcomes are partly the results of outputs but may be also affected by other factors (e.g. customer’s own business decisions) (Fletcher and Snee, 1985). Costs are affected by the quantity and prices of inputs used. Revenue is the result of both the quantity and prices of products and services sold. Revenue is dependent on both outputs and outcomes from operations. Profitability is related to the relationship between revenue and costs. Finally, performance is a broad concept which includes all the sub-concepts of the figure.

![Figure 15. Different aspects of performance (Jääskeläinen, 2010)](image-url)
The implementation phase of measurement includes the modification work related to information systems and other tasks, which are needed in automated data gathering. New measures often require instructions, training and communication in order to be adopted. The actual use phase of measurement includes data gathering, interpretation and utilization in the purpose defined in the design phase. A common way of using performance measurement is to identify deviations or differences in comparison to targets or previous points of time. Measurement can be implemented at different frequencies varying from almost continuous monitoring to periodical reporting. Sometimes measurement is also implemented as a one-off study. This is the case for instance when the success of a new model, product or service is demonstrated in comparison to previous ones. Finally, it is essential to continuously consider the possible needs for updating the measurement due to e.g. changes in the working environment or the service provided.

The purpose of this section is to concentrate on design phase of the measurement of services. Many different approaches to the measurement of services could have been applied. In this section, the emphasis is in the measurement supporting the launch of new services. Especially, the benefits of new services for the customer are taken under scrutiny. These benefits could be examined at the levels of individual consumers, customer employees and the customer company. This section concentrates to the benefits for the customer company. The intention is not to provide an all-set of measures but to illustrate different perspectives to measurement in the chosen setting and provide some examples of measures. The perspectives covered in this section include: measurement of service process, measurement of service benefit and measurement of long-term value (see Table 3).

"Finally, it is essential to continuously consider the possible needs for updating the measurement."
Measurement of service process

Much of the data available to service measurement relates to service process. The purpose of this measurement is to understand the fluency of operative service processes when they are provided to a customer. This information is necessary in improving efficiency of service provision and in improving the process quality experienced by a customer. From the viewpoint of supplier the measurement typically supports the identification of deviances in service provision. This information aids in maintaining service levels and in identifying operative targets for development. Customer can use this information in its use of service for example in planning the right timing of service usage for optimal resource allocations. In addition to these purposes, the measurement of service process provides information which can be used in measuring service benefit and long-term value.

Table 4 illustrates the measurement applied in the service process perspective. It is notable that many of the measurement objects relate to the use of resources, i.e. efficiency. In the service process measurement, the frequency of measurement is typically high and data gathering is almost real-time. Data gathering is done both by customer and service provider and there needs to be a clear division of responsibilities between the two parties.

Table 4. Examples of service process measures

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Measurement object</th>
<th>Example measures/data</th>
<th>Example of data source</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Utilization rates</td>
<td>m² in use / total m² of premises</td>
<td>ERP system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Service process lead time</td>
<td>Appropriate temporal unit</td>
<td>ERP system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Provider’s response time</td>
<td>Appropriate temporal unit</td>
<td>ERP system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unit costs</td>
<td>Cost/service transaction</td>
<td>ERP system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Actions and behaviour of employees using the service</td>
<td>Movements and spatial information</td>
<td>Sensors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Time used with different devices and applications (log data, screen time)</td>
<td>Sensors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Employees linked to working periods and premises (e.g. employees linked to meeting invitations)</td>
<td>Sensors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State of mind of employees using the service: cognitive and affective</td>
<td>Excitement/</td>
<td>Sensors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Stress level</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Activity applications and measures</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Work Coach</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical space characteristics</td>
<td>Circumstantial information (e.g. noise level)</td>
<td>Sensors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Process quality</td>
<td>Number of reclams</td>
<td>Supplier’s CRM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Quality costs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Customer experience</td>
<td>Net promoter score</td>
<td>Digital feedback solutions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Real time customer experience measures in different premises and events</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Measurement of service benefits

Service benefit measurement relates to the benefits of the new service during the first delivery for the customer (Table 5). From the viewpoint of customer, the measurement provides understanding on the fulfillment of its demands. At best, it already links to the concrete benefits in the customer business such as cost savings. From the viewpoint of supplier, this information supports sales efforts by transforming service promises into numerical form. The information can also be used to demonstrate the fulfillment of targets defined in service level agreements. It is also useful in finding ways to improve the service and designing new additional services.

The measurement captures especially the aspects of output, productivity and profitability but includes also the short-term effectiveness of the new service. Typically, this measurement continues until the first agreement period ends and the customer considers the possible continual of using the new service. This type of measurement can be used before the implementation of the service (anticipating and planning of potential benefits) or during its usage linked to individual sub-components of the new service. Typically, the measurement has clearly defined periods for reporting.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MEASUREMENT OBJECT</th>
<th>EXAMPLE MEASURES</th>
<th>EXAMPLE OF DATA SOURCES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Output quality (functional quality)</td>
<td>Service level descriptions in SLA agreements</td>
<td>Agreements</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Completion rate of defined (performance) goals</td>
<td>Project documentation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Project success</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Customer satisfaction</td>
<td>Survey average (1-5)</td>
<td>Survey</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Net promoter score (NPS)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Immediate cost savings to the customer</td>
<td>E.g., costs of premises</td>
<td>Customer’s ERP system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Increased revenue for the supplier</td>
<td>Added purchases by the customer or through the obtained customer reference, customer retention</td>
<td>Supplier’s CRM</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Measurement of long term value

This perspective provides information, which is useful in demonstrating value for the customer during a longer period of service usage (Table 6). This means that the examination period is often from 2 to 5 years. From the viewpoint of customer, this measurement provides a better understanding on the service benefits and investment feasibility during the life cycle of the service usage, which is also useful in rationalizing the continual of service purchasing. From the supplier perspective, this measurement gives information which can be used in justifying premium pricing of provided service and supporting the sales of additional services. It can also be useful in developing the service and creating new service offerings. For both customer and supplier, the provided information can be useful in making gain-sharing agreements where the payments are directly linked to customer’s business performance.

The objects of measurement typically relate to outcomes, effectiveness and profitability. For example, measures can demonstrate long-term economic results of the customer, such as increased revenue, cost savings or balance sheet effects. As a difference to immediate benefits, customer value measures also demonstrate the add-on (indirect) benefits to immediate adoption of the new service. The measurement is typically carried out through before-after settings demonstrating the changes to customer’s business and work environment. Hence, measurement can be carried out as a one-off study.

Table 6. Examples of measures for long-term value

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MEASUREMENT OBJECT</th>
<th>EXAMPLE MEASURES</th>
<th>EXAMPLE OF DATA SOURCES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Impacts of changes in the work practices and use of premises</td>
<td>SmartWox-survey and its specific sections, Customer’s employee welfare, Customer’s employer image</td>
<td>Survey</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technology evaluation models for measuring virtual work environment</td>
<td>Technology Acceptance Model, Task-Technology Fit</td>
<td>Specific study platform</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Financial benefits for the customer</td>
<td>Revenue increase, Decrease of alternative costs (premises, employee absences, administrative and transaction costs)</td>
<td>Customer’s ERP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Changes in the customer business</td>
<td>New customers, Customer segment-specific measures</td>
<td>Customer’s ERP CRM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sustainability</td>
<td>Decreased carbon footprint from travelling, premises etc.</td>
<td>Specific reporting platform</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The amount of coworking places, which allow diverse users to rent offices and infrastructure on a monthly, weekly, daily or even hourly basis, is growing increasingly. These spaces tend to foster an interactive, stimulatingly interdisciplinary and pleasant atmosphere, and in this way potentially influence positively on our mood, well-being, motivation and productivity. Such an atmosphere and the corresponding user experience are, however, a sum of several elements – such as technical conditions of the environment, physical appearance and social collaboration and communication possibilities.

The aim of this paper is to describe a holistic way to measure the user experience of a co-working place through a case study. The investigated co-working space is called a living laboratory for new ways of working and well-being. It is located in the capital area of Finland and opened in 2016. The question answered in the paper is “How to integrate different methods and data sources to measure user experience of a co-working place?”

The results are presented in the form a Customer Journey Map, which is a visual interpretation of the overall experience with a service over time and across channels. This paper contributes to workplace development by presenting an integrative approach to combine data about performance of technical system, the building and the individual users. The integrative measurement technique provides a tool for facilities managers to combine the hard and soft data connected to user experience of a co-working place.


This paper presents measurements approaches by reviewing models and frameworks that can be utilised in identifying and measuring customer value in the context of multi-locational work.

Multi-locational, mobile workers utilise various spaces, tools and services during their workdays. Constantly changing needs and working environment challenge service providers to provide new physical, social and virtual working environments and service to attract and engage customer. Companies also need tools for measuring the created customer value. The study is based on a literature review about customer value in multi-locational work conducted.

The four identified measurement approaches that define the roles of the customer are 1) customer as an employee and the end-user of physical work environment, 2) customer as the technology user in virtual work environment, 3) customer as a consumer and 4) customer as an organisation. Although the focus was on multi-locational working, it was noticed that the same methods and tools can be utilised in both single-location work context as in the multiple-location working environment. This might indicate that there is a need to develop tools more specifically for the multi-locational working.

This paper tried to understand how value is created for customers and present measurement approaches that can be utilised in identifying and measuring customer value in the context of multi-locational work.
Three-level thinking

Technological evolution made it possible to transfer things, places, and people into digital world and connect them into a network of everything. Built environment is able to adapt to our needs and this changes how we, as humans, interact with it. Here we follow IBM’s building evolution model (Escherich 2016) from automated to smart and to cognitive buildings and introduce another human, level to make workplace as a service in a way that improves employee wellbeing and productivity (Figure 16).

Through PATI project, we aimed at understanding how our physical environment, namely offices, can serve their users better to improve their wellbeing and productivity as well as provide on-demand services. Understanding the knowledge worker and its needs can help to improve space usage as well as operations of various departments in the organisation.

Figure 16. Three-level thinking
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